
 

Pure Energy Dance Co. 

Changes to the Price Cap 
Pure Energy Dance Co. is continuing with a price cap that benefits students who are registering 
in many classes. In past years, the price cap was set at $425 and included all classes, including 
small groups.  The cap did not include Aerial classes, solos, duos, trios and quartets. 

This year, we have added Jazz and Tap Technique classes as well as Conditioning classes and 
with the increase in expenses, it is necessary to make a small increase to the cap. We tried 
many formulas such as keeping the cap as it was and not including small groups and technique 
classes, however, in the end, the price cap we decided on was the least expensive option for 
our dance families.  

The following shows the chart of the Price Cap for 2019-2020. 

You will notice there are $15 increments for every additional $75 of classes. We have also 
included the discount savings that applies to all capped levels. 

The more classes you take, the more you will save!  

*The Dance cap will include all classes except Solos, Duos, Trios and Quartets 

 

Low 
Range 
Monthly 
fee 

High 
Range 
Monthly 
fee 

Capped 
Price  Discount %     

426 500 425  up to 15%    
501 575 440  up to 23%    
576 650 455  up to 30%    
651 725 470  up to 35%    
726 800 485  up to 39%    
801 875 500  up to 42%    
876 950 515  up to 45%    
951 1025 530  up to 48%    
1026 +  545  Over 48%    

        
* we will beat any competitors price for similar classes, however we are confident you will never find a better price! 

 

Once you have registered, your account will show a monthly fee based on the actual price. We 
will have to perform an override on your account. Please give us a few days to process. 


